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Direct Recycling at the Material Level: Unravelling
Challenges and Opportunities through a Case Study on
Spent Ni-Rich Layered Oxide-Based Cathodes
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Marco Joes Lüther, Bianca Helm, Peter Nagel, Martin Peterlechner, Gerhard Wilde,
Aurora Gomez-Martin, Karin Kleiner, Martin Winter, and Johannes Kasnatscheew*

Direct recycling is a key technology for enabling a circular economy of spent
lithium ion batteries (LIBs). For cathode active materials (CAMs), it is regarded
as the tightest closed-loop and most efficient approach among current
recycling techniques as it simply proceeds via re-lithiation and reconstruction
of aged CAMs instead of separating them into elemental components. In this
work, spent, i.e., morphologically and structurally decomposed CAM based on
LiNi0.83Co0.12Mn0.05O2 (NCM-831205) is restored by mimicking conditions of
original CAM synthesis. After evaluating and optimizing the high-temperature
duration for CAM restoration and subsequent washing procedure, the
recycled CAM is shown to maintain poly-crystallinity and tap density,
successfully recover specific surface area, lithium content, crystal structure in
surface and bulk, while, however, only partly the original secondary particle
size and shape. Though, comparable in initial 100 charge/discharge cycles
with pristine CAM in lithium ion-cells, the subsequent increase in resistance
and capacity fading remains a challenge. High temperature during recycling
can be regarded as a key challenge on material level, as it not only promotes
detrimental surface carbonate species from residual carbon black but also
enhances cation disorder and micro-/nanoscopic porosity through oxygen
release, likely in de-lithiated, thus less thermally stable regions of cycled NCM.
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1. Introduction

With ever-increasing production vol-
umes and lifetimes beyond 10 years,[1]

the worldwide quantity of end-of-life
(EoL) lithium ion batteries (LIBs), in
particular from electric vehicles (EVs),
is expected to reach from 3.6 to 5.3
million metric tons in 2030.[2] In or-
der to meet legislative requirements
such as the Battery Regulation in the
EU,[3] reduce environmental and health
risks, and minimize dependency on
critical suppliers, efficient and effective
recycling strategies are essential.[4]

Among the three main recycling tech-
niques presented in Figure 1, hydro-
metallurgical, pyro-metallurgical and di-
rect recycling, the former two have
been widely adopted on an industrial
scale.[1] In hydro-metallurgical recycling,
metal oxides of the positive electrode (=
cathode) are leached in acids, and the
corresponding metal salts recovered by
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Figure 1. Schematics of state-of-the-art cathode recycling technologies for
lithium ion batteries.

subsequent precipitation, while producing large amounts of
wastewater.[1,5,6] Pyro-metallurgical recycling refers to the reduc-
tion of metal oxides in high-temperature furnaces and requires
additional hydro-metallurgical post-processing to recover the
transition metals (Co, Ni, Cu) from the resulting alloy; whereas
lithium recovery remains challenging.[1,6] In contrast, direct re-
cycling is interpreted as the reuse of battery components such as
the cathode active material (CAM).[7] This beneficial closed-loop
approach attracts attention from academia and is speculated to
be already in early stages of commercialization. Direct recycling
of the spent cathode comprises disassembly of the discharged
cell, delamination/detachment of the cathode composite from
the current collector, removal of binder/carbon black residues,
and structural and morphological restoration via (re-)lithiation
and high-temperature treatment (Figure 2), if a rather pure re-
cycled material is targeted.[1,6–8] As a closed-loop approach, di-
rect recycling not only inherently reduces energy consumption,
greenhouse gas emissions, and water consumption but also pro-
vides a tremendous cost advantage over other recycling technolo-
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gies and conventional raw material procurement from mines.[7]

Net profits for direct recycling of Li[Ni0.8Co0.1Mn0.1]O2 (NCM-
811) waste produced in the UK are estimated to amount to ≈3 $
(kWh)−1 in the UK (in-country recycling) and up to 10 $ (kWh)−1

in China.[9]

Direct recycling has been demonstrated on several types of
CAMs, e.g., lithium iron phosphate (LFP),[10] lithium nickel
cobalt aluminum oxide (NCA),[11] lithium manganese oxide
(LMO),[12] and Li[NixCoyMnz]O2 (NCM-xyz, x+y+z = 1),[13–15] ap-
plying various re-lithiation methods with different reported out-
comes. Worth noting, predominant part of reported studies con-
sider low- and mid-Ni NCM (x≤ 0.6), likely as the result of be-
ing the dominant CAM in EV applications in recent years.[2] In
2015, Sloop et al.[13] patented a hydrothermal re-lithiation method
for NCMs and published a study on NCM-523 and NCM-622
in 2019.[16] In 2018, Shi et al.[14] directly regenerated NCM-111
and NCM-523 via solid-state and hydrothermal direct recycling,
showing a full restoration of phase purity and electrochemical
performance in lithium metal cells. Also, re-lithiation in molten
salts gains interest, as the increased mobility in solid solutions
can upcycle NCMs in terms of stoichiometry and modify shapes,
e.g., from poly-crystalline to “single-crystal”.[17,18] Nevertheless,
to date, fundamental and comprehensive understanding of the
impact on material level during direct recycling requires fur-
ther investigations, in particular for Ni-rich NCM (x≥0.8), being
promising due to relatively higher specific energies and energy
densities.[19]

A higher Ni-content is typically intertwined with a higher de-
lithiation degree (= Li+ extraction) and capacity, but at the ex-
pense of structural stability and safety. Severe aging phenomena
occur, such as impeded (de-)lithiation in the course of Li+/Ni2+

cation mixing and transformation from layered to inactive rock-
salt (NiO) phase, micro-crack formation, release of oxygen and
dissolution of transition metals (TMs). The latter initiates a fail-
ure cascade, which can damage the negative electrode (= anode)
in the course of electrode crosstalk, where TM can deposit on
the anode and enhance local resistance, resulting in enhanced
risk of Li deposition (e.g., via Li dendrites) and losses in ac-
tive lithium.[20–23] To recover the original electrochemical perfor-
mance, direct recycling needs to restore these degradation phe-
nomena, rendering the Ni-rich CAMs particularly challenging.
To the best of our knowledge, reports on solid-state direct recy-
cling of charge/discharge cycling-aged Ni-rich NCM with x≥0.8
are lacking.[24]

For reasons of a systematic and application-relevant study,
investigation in lithium ion cells with commercial (= opti-
mized) reference material including a defined spent material
with known treatment history is essential. This work inves-
tigates solid-state re-lithiation as a direct recycling technique
for LiNi0.83Co0.12Mn0.05O2 (NCM-831205) at 80% state-of-health
(SOH). Re-lithiation conditions mimic the synthesis of Ni-rich
NCM from precursors, i.e., via lithium hydroxide monohydrate
as (re-)lithiation agent, oxygen atmosphere and heating proce-
dures with holding steps at intermediate (typically ≈500 °C)
and high temperature (typically ≈800 °C),[25,26] thus can be ap-
plied by conventional CAM suppliers. Compared to conventional
CAM synthesis, the CAM production via solid-state re-lithiation
of spent material can relevantly reduce cost as the step for precur-
sor formation via co-precipitation is not required, the duration for
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Figure 2. Direct recycling procedure of NCM-831205 || graphite multilayer pouch cells at 80% SOH, where a‒c) duration of solid-state re-lithiation is
varied, and d) the subsequent washing procedure is optionally applied. (CC and DC = charge and discharge current).

calcination at elevated temperature is shorter and lithium con-
tents for (re-)lithiation lower.

Characterization of elemental composition, secondary particle
size, shape, specific surface area, tap density and the evolution of
NCM morphology during solid-state direct recycling is systemati-
cally investigated. Moreover, with the support of Warder titration,
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HR-TEM), scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS),
and near edge X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy (NEX-
AFS), the evolution of surface species, as well as bulk and sur-
face crystal structure, is also comprehensively investigated and
linked with electrochemical performance in NCM || Li metal and
NCM || graphite lithium ion-cells. This work aims to benchmark
and assess the solid-state direct recycling, diagnose remaining is-
sues and finally pave the way for systematic R&D.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Direct Recycling Procedure

The direct recycling procedure of multilayer
Li[Ni0.83Co0.12Mn0.05]O2 (NCM-831205) || graphite pouch cells is
illustrated in Figure 2. After fading to 80% of its original capacity,
defined as state-of-health (SOH), the cells are disassembled in a
discharged state in an argon-filled glovebox, the cathode coating
delaminated from the aluminum foil by immersion in hot N-
Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and centrifuged to obtain cathode
active material (CAM) powder (= Cycled). Afterwards, NCM is
re-lithiated with lithium hydroxide monohydrate (LiOH•H2O)

via solid-state sintering in an oxygen atmosphere at high tem-
peratures, similar to the typical synthesis route of Ni-rich layered
oxides. Here, the samples are placed directly in a pre-heated
muffle furnace at 500 °C to shorten the exposure time of the
thermally unstable, cycled, and thus partially de-lithiated NCM
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). The high-temperature
step at 800 °C for 3, 6, or 10 h (= Recycled 3 h / 6 h /10 h,
Figure 2a–c) is finally conducted to complete re-lithiation and
to reconstruct NCM. The washing step (= Recycled washed /
not washed) is optionally applied to investigate the elimination
of lithium-containing residues from the re-lithiation procedure,
followed by high-temperature treatment to heal defects on
water-sensitive Ni-rich-based CAM, eventually stemming from
washing (Figure 2d). Details are described in the Experimental
Section and in the Supporting Information.

Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES) results listed in Table S1 (Supporting Information) in-
dicate a lithium loss of ≈13% in the aged NCM, and the lithium
content is shown to be restored for all re-lithiation procedures.

2.2. Morphology

Commercial Ni-rich NCM has an optimized particle design in
terms of secondary particle size and shape, specific surface area
and tap density, contributing to energy density. For the com-
mercial pristine NCM-831205, the scanning electron micrograph
(SEM) in Figure 3a1 shows spherical secondary particles with a
narrow size distribution. Surface species (Figure 3a2) can stem
from synthesis or air exposure, although generally stored in a
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Figure 3. Images of NCM-831205 powder morphology, showing 1) and 2) top-view, 3) cross-sectional SEM, 4) cross-sectional BF-STEM of a) pristine, b)
cycled, and c–f) directly recycled samples. Arrows indicate exemplary particle fragments in b1), an agglomerate in c1), surface species in c2), microscopic
porosity in d3) and nanoscopic porosity in e4). Colored rectangles indicate where the respective phenomenon is observed.

dry atmosphere. Due to well-known micro-crack formation of
NCM at high de-lithiation degrees,[21,22,26–28] and after delami-
nation and centrifugation, some fragmented particles are ob-
served (Figure 3b1) for cycled NCM. Fragmented particles in
Figure 3c1‒f1 demonstrate that thermal solid-state recycling can-
not entirely recover these morphological defects. The SEM im-
ages also indicate fewer agglomerates and surface species after
washing, facilitating electrode paste processing in NMP and ac-
cessibility to the inner pore network. For short high-temperature
treatments (Recycled 3 h, washed; Figure 3d2), a surface layer
is still present after the washing step but is removed completely
for longer high-temperature treatments (Recycled 6 h / 10 h,
washed; Figure 3e2,f2) and is further investigated by Warder
Titration in the next section. Cross-sectional SEM images in
Figure 3a3‒f3 reveal an initially increased microscopic porosity
between primary particles during solid-state re-lithiation, which
decreases at longer high-temperature treatment. Complemen-
tary, cross-sectional bright-field scanning transmission electron
micrographs (BF-STEM) in Figure 3a4‒f4 clearly prove emerg-
ing nanoscopic porosity upon re-lithiation. Because cycled (= de-
lithiated) NCM is unstable at T>140 °C (Figure S1, Supporting
Information),[29] the increase in porosity on micro- and nanoscale
could stem from oxygen release[30] when exposed to heat. In
contrast to the microscopic porosity, intra-granular nanopores
are assumed to be isolated and filled with trapped molecular
oxygen. The internal pressure can stabilize the nano-pores,[31]

therefore, there may be no reduction in nano-porosity observed
in the course of the high-temperature treatment. The reintegra-

tion of oxygen is also conceivable. Whether a steady-state of for-
ward (NCM decomposition) and backward reaction is reached,
or whether the pores constantly grow and disappear, is not eluci-
dated by the ex situ experiment. Further, only a small portion of
one particle has been investigated, and more extensive studies are
needed to provide representative evidence. Intra-granular nano-
pore surfaces are suggested to be critical as they aggravate the
degradation of NCM during charge/discharge cycling by increas-
ing oxygen loss, the formation of rock-salt regions, and strain-
induced effects within the primary grains.[32]

The secondary particle size (circular-equivalent diameter) and
shape as well as the specific surface area, are determined by
static light scattering, dynamic image analysis and Krypton ph-
ysisorption, respectively (Figure 4; Figures S2–S8, Table S2, Sup-
porting Information). Pristine NCM-831205 particles with a size
of ≈10.5 μm (d50) and a narrow monomodal distribution have
an average circularity of 0.917 and a specific surface area of
≈0.47 m2 g−1. Particle cracking upon charge/discharge cycling
and fragmentation during delamination reduce the particle size
of the cycled material to ≈9.9 μm (d50). The particle size of the re-
cycled sample without a washing step increases to (d50) >14 μm,
while average circularity and specific surface area decrease to
0.899 and ≈0.38 m2 g−1, respectively, which can be associated
with agglomerations according to SEM. The washing step dis-
solves surface species, thereby removing the “glue” between ag-
glomerated particles, uncovering the surface, and increasing ac-
cess to the inner pore network.[33] With the restoration of 6 h
high-temperature treatment, an optimum can be reached with
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Figure 4. Morphological evolution of NCM-831205 powders. a) Particle
size (d50) and average circularity, b) particle size distribution, c) specific
surface area and tap density of the pristine, cycled, and directly recycled
samples and d) summarizing scheme.

respect to the particle size (d50 = ≈10.7 μm), average circularity
(0.911) and specific surface area (≈0.48 m2 g−1). Despite similar
mean particle sizes, the recycled sample (Recycled 6 h, washed)
contains a larger fraction of small and less spherical particles
(Figure 4a,b). During high temperatures, Ostwald ripening can
occur, which claims inter- and intra-particle relocation for rea-
sons of surface energy reduction,[34] resulting in a linear decrease
in specific surface area (Figure 4c). Accordingly, particle enlarge-
ment is observed when raising the high-temperature duration
from 6 to 10 h. Recycled 3 h, washed and Recycled 6 h, unwashed
do not fit the trend, likely because of surface layer reasoned ag-
glomerations, as seen by SEM analysis and titration results in
the next section. Note that, contrary to nanoscale porosity, mi-
croscopic porosity is part of the inner pore network, therefore,
accessible for krypton during physisorption measurements and
to electrolyte in an electrochemical cell.

Particle shape, size and its distribution are crucial for tap den-
sity, thus energy density,[35] and is in the range of 1.9–2.3 g cm−3

for all samples, as depicted in Figure 4c. Despite similar tap den-
sities, the impact of these particle-related parameter on other as-
pects remains unsolved, being important for measures, where
morphology can relevantly change, e.g., recycling via molten-salt
re-lithiation.[17]

2.3. Surface Species

Surface species on CAM can be detrimental for battery
operation.[36,37] Given residual carbon black in the cycled sam-
ple and lithium hydroxide monohydrate as re-lithiation agent, the
presence of lithium hydroxides and carbonates is suggested. Ac-
cording to their solubility in water (113 and 8.4 g L−1 at 20 °C),
the effectiveness of the washing step with excess water is in-
vestigated via Warder titration.[38] Figure 5a shows the titration
curves, and Figure 5b and Table S3 (Supporting Information)
list the resulting surface hydroxide and carbonate contents for
the pristine as well as the unwashed and washed recycled sam-
ples. Indeed, the hydroxide content decreases from ≈4300 to
≈1800 ppmNCM for washed NCM as well as the carbonate con-
tent from ≈4500 to ≈2800 ppmNCM (Recycled 6 h, not washed
vs Recycled 6 h, washed). Lithium carbonate melts and decom-
poses at significantly higher temperatures than lithium hydrox-
ide (723 and 1300 °C vs 423 and 924 °C, respectively) and dissi-
pates after 1 h at 800 °C during the synthesis of Ni-rich NCM.[39]

Contrary to original NCM synthesis from rather pure hydroxide
precursors, the residual carbon black in the cycled NCM dur-
ing recycling raises the carbonate content at the beginning of

Figure 5. Data from Warder titration of NCM-831205. a) Titration curves
with equivalence points indicated as dots, b) lithium hydroxide and car-
bonate content on the pristine, not washed and washed directly recycled
samples, and c) schematic summary.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2024, 2400840 2400840 (5 of 14) © 2024 The Author(s). Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 6. Evolution of NCM-831205 bulk crystal structure. a) PXRD patterns and Rietveld refinements of the pristine, cycled, and directly recycled
samples, b) lattice parameters, c) Li+/Ni2+ mixing and crystallite size determined by Rietveld refinement.

re-lithiation, requiring more than 3 h of high-temperature treat-
ment for effective evaporation. The high carbonate content in Re-
cycled 3 h, washed of ≈6850 ppmNCM is in line with the observed
surface layer via SEM. Consistent with previous reports,[36,38]

surface species are also observed on the pristine sample (≈890
and ≈1450 ppmNCM for LiOH and Li2CO3, respectively), while
they are even lower for the cycled sample, likely in the course
of chemical reactions and decompositions with electrolyte dur-
ing charge/discharge cycling.[40] To most effectively achieve a
surface purity comparable to the pristine material the carbon
black content should be reduced prior to re-lithiation. Alterna-
tively, an increased amount of deionized water relative to NCM
from 1:1 to 3:1 wt% (Figure S9, Supporting Information) in
fact reduces the surface species. However, more excess water
further promotes surface defects[41] and without complemen-
tary adjustments to the post-annealing step, no improvement in
electrochemical performance is evident (Figure S10, Supporting
Information).

Binder residues are expected to be present in Cycled
(Figure S11, Supporting Information). Therefore, after re-
lithiation the metal fluoride concentration is increased to 2.1 ±
0.8 at.% (Pristine: 0.7 ± 0.1 at.%) on the surface of the recycled
sample (Recycled 6 h, washed; Figure S13, Supporting Informa-
tion). Nevertheless, diffusion of the surface fluorine to the bulk
during the high temperatures of the re-lithiation process is not
detected via energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in a scanning
transmission electron microscope (EDX-STEM, Figure S14, Sup-
porting Information).

2.4. Crystal Structure

The CAM crystal structure is investigated via powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD, Figure 6a; Figures S15–S17, Supporting In-
formation) and Rietveld refinement (Figure 6b,c; Table S4, Sup-
porting Information). All diffraction patterns can be indexed to
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a single-phase hexagonal 𝛼-NaFeO2 structure, belonging to the
space group R3̄m (no. 166). The clear splitting of the reflec-
tion doublets, described by the lattice planes (006)/(102) and
(108)/(110), indicates a highly ordered layered structure.[25] Re-
flection positions are related to lattice parameters, and the posi-
tion of the 006 reflection represents an indirect measure for the
distance in the c-direction between the lithium and TM slabs. It
is shifted to lower scattering angles for the cycled sample, as de-
lithiation by ≈13% increases electrostatic repulsion between the
adjacent oxygen slabs and, thus, expands the interlayer distance
and the lattice parameter c in Figure 6b. In parallel, the oxidized
TMs in the de-lithiated state, exhibiting smaller ionic radii them-
selves and reducing the effective ionic radius of the oxides by
withdrawing electron density, contract the crystal along the crys-
tallographic a- and b-axis (Figure 6b).[42] The lattice parameters
are restored to original (pristine) values for the recycled samples,
proving complete re-lithiation into the crystal structure. Due to
similar radii of Ni2+ (0.69 Å) and Li+ (0.76 Å), Ni2+ can diffuse
into the lithium layer (Wyckoff 3b) in de-lithiated states during
charge/discharge, whereas Li ions occupy the vacant TM sites
(Wyckoff 3a) of the rhombohedral structure, literature-known as
Li+/Ni2+ mixing.[43] High cation mixing decreases electrochem-
ical performance because lithium movement within the lithium
slab is impeded due to both, Ni2+ as obstacle and locally mini-
mized Li slab in the course of increased oxide attraction of the
harder Ni2+.[22,44] The Li+/Ni2+ mixing shown in Figure 6c is de-
termined by the refined occupancy of Ni in the Li sites (Wyck-
off 3b) and is enhanced for the cycled sample (2.1 ± 0.2%) com-
pared to pristine (1.2 ± 0.1%). The recycling procedures result in
slightly higher disorders (2.4–3.3%), among which ≥6 h show
lowest values of ≈3%; in accordance with reports on labora-
tory synthesized Ni-rich NCMs.[25,26] Results are similar to Shi
et al.,[14] who demonstrated increased cation mixing from 3.39%
to 5.10% for NCM-523 when charged to 4.5 V and a decrease to
only 4.28% after solid-state re-lithiation. Based on in-depth inves-
tigations of NCM-811 synthesis via synchrotron radiation, cation
mixing can be controlled by temperature adjustments and cool-
ing rate in the solid-state re-lithiation procedure.[25]

Volume-averaged crystallite sizes are determined as angular
dependent sample contribution to the reflection broadening, us-
ing integral breadths, and are depicted in Figure 6c. Crystallite
sizes of the Ni-rich NCM decrease from 149± 15 to 103± 6 nm af-
ter charge/discharge cycling, possibly due to anisotropic volume
changes during (de-)lithiation.[28] The presented re-lithiation pro-
cedure does not restore initial crystallite sizes. As the previously
mentioned nanovoids are presumably stabilized and tend to grow
by oxygen gas expansion they could suppress average crystal-
lite size growth, while the overall particle still grows. Neverthe-
less, for higher crystallite size, treatment at a higher temperature
(>800 °C) can be an effective approach,[31,45,46] although enhanc-
ing Li+/Ni2+mixing for Ni-rich NCM above 850 °C.[39]

The crystal and electronic structure in the bulk and at the sur-
face are examined via high-resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy (HR-TEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy within a
scanning transmission electron microscope (EELS-STEM) and
complementary near edge X-ray absorption fine-structure spec-
troscopy (NEXAFS). HR-TEM images and the corresponding Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) patterns in Figures S18–S23 (Support-
ing Information) confirm a layered crystal structure (R3̄m) in

the bulk of all samples. Surface phase changes are known to
occur in Ni-rich NCMs during charge/discharge, synthesis and
storage.[36,47] In Figure 7a, a dense rock-salt structure belong-
ing to the space group Fm3̄m (no. 225) can be observed at the
surface of cycled materials and partially also on pristine materi-
als (Figure S18, Supporting Information). The directly recycled
samples differ in terms of phase purity of the surface region
(Figures S20–S23, Supporting Information). The particle fraction
of Recycled 6 h, washed in Figure 7a and Figure S22 (Supporting
Information), shows a layered structure at the surface, indicat-
ing a successful surface reconstruction from the rock-salt to a
layered phase (Figure 7a scheme) which is consistent with pre-
vious reports.[14,48] The oxidation states of the TMs and oxygen
in the bulk and at the surface, playing a key role in phase evo-
lution and cation mixing, are probed by EELS-STEM and NEX-
AFS, as depicted in Figure 7b and Figures S24–S26 (Support-
ing Information). In contrast to the pristine, the Ni L edge core-
loss EELS spectrum of the bulk of the cycled sample reveals a
chemical shift of the L3 (and L2) peak to higher energies, while
a slight decrease of the N1/N2 peak ratio in the bulk of the cy-
cled material is observed in the NEXAFS fluorescence yield (FY)
Ni L edge. These observations correspond to a higher oxidation
state of Ni[47,49] for maintaining charge neutrality in the lithium-
deficient material. This higher Ni oxidation station state is re-
stored by direct recycling, as supported by EELS-STEM and NEX-
AFS FY. Regarding bulk Co, NEXAFS FY shows no change in the
oxidation state, while EELS-STEM hints at minor, possibly neg-
ligible, oxidation in the bulk of the cycled material (Figures S24
and S25, Supporting Information). The pre-peak feature, i.e., O1
and O2 peaks in the FY O K NEXAFS edge, are related to the
hybridization of O 2p states with TM 3d states (= covalency, s-
type interactions).[49] The O3 peak might be assigned to Hubbard
bands. Unravelling the origin of the high intensity in the pristine
(commercial) material requires further studies, but it might be
due to an electron-withdrawing effect from a protective coating
or doping (substitution).[50] Despite NEXFAS FY confirming no
changes in the oxidation states of bulk Co and Mn (Figures S25
and S26, Supporting Information) and a complete restoration of
the oxidation state of bulk Ni, the extent of hybridization is only
partially recovered by direct recycling which might also go back
to a surface treatment of the commercial material.

Toward the surface, the L3 peak is slightly shifted to lower
energies in case for Ni and strongly for Co in the EELS spec-
trum, and the N1/N2, as well as C1/C2 peak ratio in NEXAFS Ni
L edge and Co L edge total electron yield (TEY) spectra are in-
creased for all samples. Complementary, the pre-peak in the TEY
O K edge decreases in intensity, proving a surface reduction layer
(SRL, e.g., an oxygen depleted spinel or rock salt structure) for all
samples of at least the thickness of the probing depth of NEX-
AFS TEY measurements (≈10 nm). Cross-sectional EELS-STEM
can probe the surface region without the influence of surface
layers (surface species and cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI)),
while NEXAFS accumulates the signal over a certain depth (FY,
≈ a few hundred nm, TEY, ≈ 10 nm), becoming more complex
for samples with differing surface layers. For instance, the pres-
ence of the O4 peak in the NEXAFS TEY spectrum of the di-
rectly recycled sample is assigned to surface impurities such as
Li2CO3,[51] aligning with results from Warder titration. Further,
an increase in hybridization in the NEXAFS TEY O K edge and a
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Figure 7. Evolution of NCM-831205 surface crystal structure. a) HR-TEM images, the corresponding FFT patterns and scheme of phase reconstruction
at the surface upon optimal re-lithiation and high-temperature treatment conditions, b) Ni L edge and O K edge core-loss EELS and NEXAFS (FY and
TEY) spectra, c) Ni L3/L2 integrated peak ratio, and d) thickness of surface reduction layer.

reduction in the N1/N2 ratio is detected for the cycled NCM sur-
face in comparison to the pristine which could be attributed to
the slightly de-lithiated state[52] but not via EELS-STEM. The loss
of the Ni–O hybrid states (peak O1 and O2) and an increase in
the O3 peak as well as in the N1/N2 ratio after direct recycling
suggests (partial) restoration of the surface region. EELS-STEM,

as well as HR-TEM measurements, are generally performed on a
small portion of the sample (typically <1 μm x <1 μm on one to a
few particles), and therefore, results and interpretations are less
representative for the overall structure. Moreover, the materials
are cut into lamella which introduced energy into the sample and
changes in the chemistry, especially on the surface of the lamella,

Adv. Energy Mater. 2024, 2400840 2400840 (8 of 14) © 2024 The Author(s). Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 8. Galvanostatic data of pristine, cycled, and directly recycled NCM-831205 cathodes. a) First cycle specific capacity, and b) second cycle differ-
ential capacity (dQ/dV) versus voltage plots in NCM || Li metal cells at 20 mA g−1, c) specific discharge capacity and d) difference between average
charge and discharge voltages (ΔV) of continuous charge/discharge cycling in NCM || graphite lithium ion-cells at 200 mA g−1. Every 100 cycles two
cycles at 20 mA g−1 are performed. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three cells studied for each sample. N/P-ratio: 1.15:1.00, conventional
electrolyte (1 m LiPF6 in 3:7 vol.% EC/EMC + 2 wt% VC).

cannot be completely excluded. NEXFAS is included in the analy-
sis, as it probes several milligrams of material (beamspot 0.6 mm
x 1.5 mm on the electrode), being more representative and re-
sulting in a higher signal-to-noise ratio. For EELS-STEM mea-
surements, the L3/L2 integrated peak ratio is associated with the
oxidation states of transition metals and can determine the SRL
thickness.[47,53] In Figure 7c and Figure S27 (Supporting Informa-
tion), the L3/L2 integrated peak ratio of the Ni L edge increases
toward the surface for all samples, corresponding to lower oxida-
tion states. This is confirmed by the differences in the TEY ver-
sus FY mode data of the Ni L2,3 and O K edge (decreasing peaks
at 528–529 eV and 530 eV in the TEY, Figure 7b; Figure S24, Sup-
porting Information). In agreement with results from HR-TEM,
Recycled 6 h, washed has the thinnest SRL (≈22 nm). The SRLs of
pristine and cycled samples are ≈48 nm thick. While this creates
the impression that charge/discharge cycling does not induce
further rock-salt formation, the observation is more likely due
to the heterogeneous character of the SRL, even within one pri-
mary particle.[47,54] As Figure 7d shows, short high-temperature
treatments (Recycled 3 h, washed) lead to very thick SRLs, indicat-
ing that rock-salt phases initially increase before they are reduced
again over time at high temperatures. This is consistent with
the thermal instability of de-lithiated NCM and the nanoscopic
porosity observed in the directly recycled samples, which can be
attributed to oxygen loss and associated with the phase transfor-
mation from layered to rock-salt phase. Long high-temperature
treatments (Recycled 10 h, washed), on the other side, also lead

to thicker SRLs, as the enhanced lithium loss at the surface re-
gion induces Ni2+ diffusion from the bulk to the vacant sites at
the surface.[25,39,47]

2.5. Electrochemical Characterization

Initial charge (= de-lithiation of the positive electrode) and
discharge (= lithiation of the positive electrode) capacities of
NCM || Li cells at 20 mA g−1 are shown in Figure 8a. The first spe-
cific charge capacity of the pristine sample of 229 ± 1 mAh g−1 is
lowered to 190 ± 2 mAh g−1 for the cycled NCM, while the first
specific discharge capacity is only lowered by 17 mAh g−1. This
implies capacity gain via electrochemical re-lithiation during dis-
charge, while the residual capacity difference to pristine can be
attributed to structural and morphological decompositions. The
recycled samples show similar first charge capacities as the refer-
ence (between ≈220 and 228 mAh g−1), but lower first discharge
capacities. Among the recycled samples, Recycled 6 h, washed
performs best with 196 ± 1 mAh g−1 compared to pristine with
203.7 ± 0.2 mAh g−1.

Figure 8b and Figure S28 (Supporting Information) show the
second cycle differential capacity (dQ/dV) as a function of cell
voltage in NCM || Li metal cells at 20 mA g−1. The first cycle
voltage profile and the corresponding dQ/dV versus V plot are
shown in Figure S29 (Supporting Information). A kinetic hin-
drance region in the H1 phase, H1–M (≈3.6 V), M–H2 (≈4.0 V),
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and H2–H3 (≈4.2 V) phase transition peaks can be identified.[20,55]

H refers to hexagonal phases, numbered according to their or-
der of appearance during de-lithiation of the cathode, and M to a
monoclinic phase.[45] The onset of the H1–M phase transition in
the second charge is shifted to higher cell voltages for the cycled
compared to pristine and recycled NCM, indicating kinetically
more hindered/resistive de-lithiation.[56] The H2–H3 phase tran-
sition for the cycled NCM is shifted to higher cell voltages during
charge and respectively to lower during discharge in the course of
cell polarization and overvoltage, likely from, e.g., CEI residues
and micro-cracks.[26] The H2–H3 phase transition of the recycled
samples, however, occurs at higher cell voltages during charge
and discharge, implying changed transition thermodynamics.[45]

This could be related to the increase in Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing
in the recycled samples, as the decreased lithium interslab thick-
ness in the H3 phase is expected to be less favorable in the pres-
ence of Ni2+ ions in the interslab.[28,45] The same asymmetric
shift in voltage for the H2–H3 phase transition occurs, e.g., with
Mg substituted Ni-rich NCMs, as the electrochemically inactive
Mg serves as an even more effective interslab pillar than the ac-
tive Ni.[26,57] Though, the cycled NCM shows also an increased
Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing, but kinetic hindrances likely interfere
with the thermodynamic effect.

The reduced discharge capacities of the directly recycled sam-
ples can be mainly associated to a decrease in peak intensity re-
lated to the H2–H3 phase transition. Figure S30 (Supporting In-
formation) shows the specific discharge capacities at specific dis-
charge currents from 20 mA g−1 (≈0.1C) to 600 mA g−1 (≈3C)
and increasing upper operating cell voltages (4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 V)
to assess rate capability and stability at high-voltage operation.
Specific charge currents are limited to 40 mA g−1 to minimize
high surface area lithium (HSAL) on the lithium metal anode.
The rate capability is discussed in the Supporting Information.
The pristine and cycled samples exhibit similar stability to high-
voltage operation, while all recycled samples show higher capac-
ities and retention up to 4.4 V. Among the recycled samples and
in line with the superior morphological and surface character-
istics shown in the previous sections, the sample Recycled 6 h,
washed displays the best electrochemical performance in NCM-
831205 || Li metal cells in terms of (initial) discharge capacity and
cycle stability at high-voltage operation.

The specific discharge capacities of the pristine, cycled
and optimized directly recycled sample Recycled 6 h, washed
in NCM-831205 || graphite lithium ion-cells (4.2–2.8 V) are
195.7 ± 0.1 mAh g-1, 161 ± 2 mAh g-1, and 190.8 ± 0.2 mAh g-1,
respectively. Thus, ≈85% of the lost capacity could be recovered.
Figure 8c shows differences in the charge/discharge cycling be-
tween the pristine, cycled and directly recycled samples. The pris-
tine and cycled samples reach capacity retentions of 92.1% and
89.4% after 100 cycles and 88.0% and 81.7% after 300 cycles, re-
spectively. Among the directly recycled samples, Recycled 6 h,
washed does not only exhibit the highest discharge capacities, ex-
ceeding the pristine material for over 50 cycles, but also the best
capacity retention, reaching 95.0% after 100 cycles and 81.6% af-
ter 300 cycles. Without washing, NCM cannot reach the full ca-
pacity in the first cycles but shows a recovery afterwards, consis-
tent with a previous report from Bi et al.[58] Thus, more extensive
washing or thorough pre-removal of carbon black during delam-
ination is expected to further improve long-term stability. Short

high-temperature treatments (3 h) lead to lower capacities during
the whole cycle life, possibly due to the high content of surface
carbonates with low Li ion conductivity. Long high-temperature
treatments (10 h), on the other side, lead to a tremendous in-
crease in capacity fading, which might be related to impeding
rock-salt phases. Complementary, in Figure 8d, the voltage hys-
teresis, determined by the difference between the average charge
and discharge voltages (ΔV), of the recycled material is similar
to that of the pristine material at the beginning but severely in-
creases and gets even higher than untreated cycled NCM. Mor-
phological, structural, and surface analysis of the pristine and di-
rectly recycled Ni-rich NCM in the previous sections suggest an
enhanced micro-crack formation due to nanoscopic porosity, in-
creased Li+/Ni2+ mixing and side effects from residual surface
species. Table S5 (Supporting Information) lists additional elec-
trochemical data, and Figures S33 and S34 (Supporting Informa-
tion) show normalized capacities, Coulombic efficiencies Ceff and
accumulated specific energies.

3. Conclusion

In this work, direct recycling of Ni-rich NCM, here
LiNi0.83Co0.12Mn0.05O2 (NCM-831205), from spent LIB cells
at 80% state-of-health (SOH) is optimized and investigated from
a materials point of view.

After cell disassembly and delamination, the aged and partially
fragmented NCM is recovered and reconstructed via solid-state
re-lithiation, high-temperature treatment and a washing step.
Pristine-original specific surface area, tap density, layered sur-
face and lithium content are obtained, as revealed by krypton
physisorption, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HR-TEM), electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and induc-
tively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES).
However, as shown by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
dynamic light scattering, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and
bright-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (BF-
STEM), original particle size and shape are not entirely restored,
Li+/Ni2+ mixing is slightly increased, crystallite size is reduced
and a nanoscopic porosity emerged.

Morphological properties and surface crystal structure are
shown to strongly depend on the duration of the high-
temperature step and the amount of lithium source; in this work
6 h at 800 °C is demonstrated to be optimal. The washing step
is shown to effectively remove surface hydroxides and carbon-
ates stemming from reactions of residual carbon black and the
lithiation agent as proven by Warder titration and SEM. Overall,
the performance in NCM || graphite cells can compete with pris-
tine NCM within the first ≈100 cycles. The capacity decay after-
wards requires further research and development efforts and is
speculated to be intertwined with increased Li+/Ni2+ mixing and
nanoporosity, which may lead to more cracking, increase in sur-
face area, transition metal dissolution and crosstalk phenomena.
Figure 9 schematically summarizes the remaining and address-
able challenges for direct recycling on material level.

The presented direct recycling mimics the original synthesis
of pristine NCMs[25,26] and is therefore potentially suitable for in-
dustrial manufacturing processes. However, the cycle life needs
to be addressed and other re-lithiation methods re-considered,
as the thermal treatment during re-lithiation is concluded to be
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Figure 9. a) Scheme of solid-state direct recycling of Ni-rich NCM and respective performance in NCM || graphite cells showing the capacity recovery in
initial cycles (≈100). b) Manageable aspects and remaining/emerging challenges for direct recycling on material level identified in this work, demanding
further research and development.

a key challenge. The thermal treatment has been shown to ini-
tiate detrimental side-effects not only including surface impuri-
ties from residual carbon black, but also enhanced Li+/Ni2+ mix-
ing and nanoscopic porosity, likely as the result of the locally de-
lithiated, thus thermally instable regions within cycled NCM.

4. Experimental Section
The dry room has a dew point of at least −50 °C (relative humidity of

<0.3%).
Production and Charge/Discharge Cycling of Pouch Cells for the Generation

of Spent Material: A detailed description can be found in the Supporting
Information.

Direct Recycling of Cathode Active Material: Dismantling, Delamination,
Re-Lithiation and High-Temperature Treatment: Charge/Discharge cycled
multilayer pouch cells were deeply discharged by an Ohmic resistance
and dismantled in an argon-filled glovebox for safety reasons.[59] More-
over, deep discharge supports higher Li recovery rates for direct cathode
recycling.[60] The cathode sheets were washed with dimethyl carbonate
(DMC), transferred to a dry room, cut in small pieces and stirred in NMP
at 80 °C for 2 h to delaminate the electrode coating from the aluminum
current collector. The suspension was decanted in centrifuge tubes, leav-
ing blank aluminum foil, and centrifuged at 2000 g for 1 min 30 s. To re-
move binder residues and as much of the carbon black as possible, the
precipitate was washed three times by adding fresh NMP, re-establishing
a suspension through thorough vortexing, and subsequent centrifugation.
After drying in a Büchi B-585 glass drying oven under reduced pressure
(<5·10−2 bar) at 80 °C for 12 h, the obtained powder was carefully ground
in an agate mortar (this sample was referred to as Cycled).

The cycled active material was re-lithiated by thermal solid-state re-
lithiation with or without a subsequent washing step. It was mixed homo-
geneously by mortar and pestle with ball-milled lithium hydroxide mono-
hydrate (LiOH·H2O, 98%, Fisher Chemical) in a lithium/TM molar ratio
of 1.03:1.00 or, for the samples which were to be washed, 1.06:1.00 for
total masses of ≈4–5 g. Excess of lithium was employed and optimized
to cope for lithium losses during the decomposition of binder and carbon
black residues and at high temperatures.[7,61] A higher excess of lithium
was chosen for the samples to be washed, as this may be beneficial.[62] In
addition, a small excess of lithium was shown to be beneficial for discharge
capacities and cycle life of NCMs.[63] Samples were pre-treated above the
melting point of lithium hydroxide (423 °C) at 500 °C for 5 h, thus, en-
abling lithium diffusion into the lithium-deficient NCM structure followed

by a high-temperature step at 800 °C for 3, 6, or 10 h. Because of the insta-
bility of lithium-deficient NCM at elevated temperatures (Figure S1, Sup-
porting Information) leading to enhanced rock-salt formation,[29] samples
were directly put into the pre-heated muffle furnace at 500 °C, limiting the
time of exposure to heat before re-lithiation. Optionally, the obtained pow-
der was washed in ≤1:1 wt% deionized water/NCM to remove residual
surface species from re-lithiation and was post-treated at 750 °C for 4 h
to heal surface defects stemming from the exposure to water.[64] All heat-
ing procedures were performed in a muffle furnace (Nabertherm GmbH,
Lilienthal, Germany) under oxygen flow (75 L h−1) and with a heating and
cooling rate of 5° C min−1. Obtained powders were ground carefully by
mortar and pestle to reduce agglomerations of secondary particles and
were referred to as Recycled 6 h, not washed, Recycled 3 h, washed, Re-
cycled 6 h, washed, and Recycled 10 h, washed. The effect of variations
of the Li/TM ratio and the temperature during re-lithiation on the electro-
chemical performance of NCM || Li metal cells are shown in Figures S31
and S32 (Supporting Information).

Material Characterization: For stoichiometry determination, samples
were digested in reversed aqua regia (nitric acid and hydrochloric acid, 3:1)
using a microwave system (Multiwave 7000, AntonPaar, Graz, Austria). In-
ductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) mea-
surements were performed using an ARCOS (Spectro Analytical Instru-
ments GmbH, Kleve, Germany) equipped with a Scott spray chamber,
a cross-flow nebulizer and a radial positioned plasma torch. The follow-
ing emission lines were observed during analysis: Li (670.780 nm), Ni
(221.648, 231.604, 232.003 nm), Co (228.616, 237.862, 238.892 nm), Mn
(257.611, 259.373, 403.076 nm), Al (176.641, 394.401, 396.152 nm). The
method and further parameters were adapted from Vortmann-Westhoven
et al.[65] and Evertz et al.[66] The measurement was repeated three times.

The powder’s thermal stability was investigated by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), using hermetic aluminum pans in a DSC Q2000 (TA In-
struments) at a heating rate of 10 K min−1 in a temperature range between
50 and 350 °C and with a helium or nitrogen gas flow of 25 mL min−1.[67]

Due to gas evolution, the aluminum pan was punctured for the cycled
sample.

The powders morphology was investigated by scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) using a Carl Zeiss AURIGA field emission microscope
with a Schottky field emitter as an electron source and an accelerating
voltage of 3 kV for top-view and 5 kV for cross-sectional images. Focused
ion beam scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) milling was performed
with milling currents of 7 nA and 3 nA, 100 pA and 50 pA for polish-
ing and a FIB acceleration voltage of 30 kV using a Zeiss cross-beam
340 FIB-SEM.
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Secondary particle size distributions and shapes were analyzed by static
light scattering and high-speed CCD cameras (Bettersizer S3 Plus, Bet-
tersize Instruments) using deionized water as a solvent and ultrasonic-
assisted dispersion. For shape analysis, >5000 particles were taken into
account, but as the resolution of the cameras was limited, only particles
≥10 μm were included. The cycled sample was previously heated up to
600 °C for 20 min to burn off binder and carbon residues. Measurements
were repeated three times.

The powders’ specific or Brunauer–Emmet–Teller surface area was in-
vestigated by krypton physisorption at−196 °C on a 3Flex 3500 device (Mi-
cromeritics GmbH). Prior to the measurements, powders were degassed
at 120 °C (100 °C for the cycled sample) overnight under reduced pres-
sure with a VacPrep 061 (Micromeritics GmbH). Consistency criteria were
applied according to Rouqerol et al. and IUPAC.[68]

Tap densities of the powdered samples were determined by tapping
≈2 g of material within a measuring cylinder 10 000 times using an Auto-
tap tapped density analyzer (Quantachrome Instruments). Measurements
were repeated twice.

For the determination of the hydroxide and carbonate contents on the
particles’ surface, Warder titration was performed using an autotitrator
(905 Titrando, Metrohm). Samples were prepared in a nitrogen-filled glove
bag by stirring 0.625 g of material for 2 min in 25 mL ultra-pure water (Mil-
lipore) and subsequent fast vacuum filtration through a frit. After flushing
with argon, 10 mL of the filtrate was added to the titration vessel which
was connected air-tightly to the titrator. For the titration, 0.05 mol L−1

HCl was added at a dynamic dosing rate and under continuous stirring.
Equivalence points of the titration were determined as the maxima of
the first derivative of the titration curve. Measurements were repeated
twice. Warder’s titration method was validated for Ni-rich NCMs by Schuer
et al.[38]

Powder X-ray diffraction measurements (PXRD) were performed with
a Stoe STADI P diffractometer in Debye-Scherrer geometry with a Dectris
MYTHEN2 1K detector using Mo K𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 0.7093 Å) and employ-
ing a Ge(111) monochromator. The diffraction data was collected within
an angle range of 4–55°. All samples were measured in sealed borosilicate
glass capillaries (Hilgenberg, Ø = 0.5 mm). Instrumental broadening and
asymmetry were determined by measuring a LaB6 standard in the same
sample configuration. Rietveld refinement was performed using TOPAS 7
and was based on a hexagonal 𝛼-NaFeO2 structure belonging to the space
group R3̄m. Constrains were added to maintain the sample’s stoichiome-
try determined by ICP-OES. The following parameters were refined: fifth-
order background Chebychev polynomial, scale factor, zero shift, absorp-
tion, a and c unit cell parameters, crystallite size, micro-strain 𝜖0, fractional
atomic coordinate of oxygen zox, occupancy of Ni on Li site, and isotropic
displacement parameters B of O, TM and Li. Errors were reported as the
standard deviation 𝜎 obtained from Rietveld refinement in TOPAS.

All (scanning) transmission electron microscopy (TEM/STEM) tech-
niques, including high-resolution (HR-)TEM coupled with Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) patterns, bright-field (BF-)STEM, and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS-)STEM were performed on an FEI Titan Themis G3
300 TEM equipped with a monochromator, a Gatan Image Filter (GIF)
quantum ER/965 P spectrometer, Ceta 16 m camera, and BF image detec-
tors at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. The EELS spectra were recorded
with 0.25 eV/channel dispersion and the L3/L2 intensity ratio was calcu-
lated by using a power law to subtract the background and then consider-
ing the positive contribution of the second derivative of the EELS spectra
under individual L2 and L3 peaks.[69] A low electron beam current was used
to suppress beam damage of the samples. The TEM samples (lamella)
were prepared by FIB-SEM as described above and transferred to TEM us-
ing a vacuum transfer holder (Gatan).

Using fluorescence-yield (FY), inverse fluorescence-yield (IFY), and to-
tal electron-yield (TEY) detection modes, near-edge X-ray absorption fine
structure (NEXAFS) spectra at the Ni L2,3, Co L2,3, Mn L2,3, and O K edges
were measured at IQMT’s soft X-ray beamline WERA at the KIT Light
Source (Karlsruhe, Germany). The energy resolution was set to 0.2–0.4 eV.
Data evaluation includes steps such as energy calibration, dark current
subtraction, normalization by I0, and background removal as described in
literature.[70]

Electrode Preparation: For cathode paste preparation, 3 wt% PVdF
binder (Solef 5130, Solvay) was dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP, anhydrous, 99.5%, Sigma–Aldrich), then 3 wt% carbon black as
conductive agent (Super C65, Imerys Graphite & Carbon) and 94 wt%
NCM-831205 (LiNi0.83Co0.12Mn0.05O2, BASF, or its cycled or recycled
derivatives) as active material were added, reaching a solid content of
50 wt%. The electrode paste was homogenized by a high-energy dis-
perser (Dissolver Dispermat LC30, VMAGetzmann GmbH) at a speed of
2000 rpm for 5 min, 10 000 rpm for 30 min, and 2000 rpm for 5 min, be-
fore coating the dispersion with a doctor-blade (Zehntner GmbH) and an
automatic film applicator (Sheen Instruments) on aluminum foil (20 μm,
Nippon foil) which was previously washed with ethanol. The electrode
sheets were dried for 2 h at 80 °C, calendered (CLP 2025, Hohsen Corp.)
to reach a porosity of ≈35%, punched out in 14 mm discs, and dried in
a Büchi B-585 glass drying oven under reduced pressure (< 5·10−2 bar)
for 12 h at 120 °C. The average active mass loading of the cathode was
≈8.6 ± 0.5 mg cm−2 for investigations in NCM-831205 || Li metal cells,
resulting in areal capacities of ≈1.3 ± 0.1 mAh cm−2, based on the prac-
tical capacity of NCM-831205 (200 mAh g−1 at 4.3 V vs Li|Li+). For NCM-
831205 || graphite lithium ion-cell investigations, the average active mate-
rial mass loading was ≈18.4 ± 1.0 mg cm-2, resulting in areal capacities
of ≈2.3 ± 0.1 mAh cm−2, based on the second cycle discharge capacity of
NCM-831205 || Li metal cells cycled up to 4.3 V versus Li|Li+.

The negative electrodes used for NCM-831205 || graphite lithium ion-
cell investigations were produced in-house from the Cell Production Team
at the Battery Research Center MEET in Münster, Germany, as described in
the SI. Circular electrode disks with Ø = 15 mm in diameter were punched
out and dried in a Büchi B-585 glass drying oven under reduced pressure
(< 5·10−2 bar) for 12 h at 120 °C. The average active mass loading of the
negative electrodes was ≈13.5 ± 0.5 mg cm−2, resulting in an areal ca-
pacity of ≈2.6 ± 0.1 mAh cm−2 based on the practical capacity of graphite
(≈350 mAh g−1).

Cell Assembly and Electrochemical Characterization: Electrochemical
properties were studied in a two-electrode configuration in coin cells
(CR2032, Hohsen Corp.) assembled in a dry room. A polymer membrane
(Ø = 16 mm, Celgard 2500, Celgard) was used as a separator and soaked
with 35 μL of LP57 electrolyte (1 m LiPF6 in 3:7 vol.% ethylene carbon-
ate/ethyl methyl carbonate, EC/EMC, Solvionic) with 2 wt% vinylene car-
bonate (VC). For NCM-831205 || Li metal cells, lithium metal foil (bat-
tery grade: purity ≥99.9%, China Energy Lithium (CEL Co.)) discs with
a diameter of 15 mm and a thickness of 500 μm were used. To avoid Li
metal plating at the graphite negative electrode in NCM-831205 || graphite
lithium ion-cells, the negative/positive (N/P) capacity balancing ratio was
set to 1.15:1.00, based on the second cycle discharge capacities of NCM-
831205 || Li metal cells. At least three cells per sample were assembled to
ensure reproducibility. The mean and its standard deviation were shown
in the corresponding figures.

Constant current (CC) charge/discharge cycling was carried out on a
Maccor Series 4000 battery tester (Maccor, Inc.) at 20 °C. For a current rate
of 1 C, the specific current was defined as 200 mA g−1. The NCM-831205-
based cathodes rate capability and high-voltage stability was probed in
NCM-831205 || Li metal cells according to the following procedure: 6 h
at open-circuit-voltage (OCV), two formation cycles at 20 mA g−1 (0.1 C),
three cycles at 40 mA g−1 (0.2 C), and five cycles at 66 mA g−1 (0.33 C),
100 mA g−1 (0.5 C), 200 mA g−1 (1 C) and 600 mA g−1 (3 C) each, two
cycles at 20 mA g−1 (0.1 C) and 15 cycles at 66 mA g−1 (0.33 C) for dif-
ferent upper cut-off voltages. To reduce heterogeneous Li metal plating
on the Li metal negative electrode, the specific current was only varied
upon discharge and kept constant during charge at 20 mA g−1 (0.1 C)
for cycles at 20 mA g−1 during discharge and at 40 mA g−1 (0.2 C) for
all other cycles. The cell voltage window was set between 4.3/4.4/4.5 and
2.9 V. The long-term cycle life was evaluated in NCM-831205 || graphite
lithium ion-cells operated in a cell voltage range of 4.2–2.8 V. After 15 min
at 1.5 V to prevent Cu current collector dissolution[71] and 6 h at OCV,
cells were cycled for four cycles at 20 mA g−1 for interphase formation,
followed by cycling at 200 mA g−1 until reaching 80% of the fifth cycle dis-
charge capacity. Every 100 cycles, cells were cycled twice at 20 mA g−1.
After each charging step, a constant voltage (CV) step was included
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for a maximum of 30 min or until the specific current dropped below
10 mA g−1.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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